NOTES:
1. TERMINAL BOX SHALL BE ALUMINUM MEASURING 17"W X 28"L X 9 1/2"D.
2. INSTALLED TEST TERMINALS AS SHOWN IN SCALE SIZE SHALL BE INSTALLED BETWEEN FLEX CONDUCTORS AND CABLE CONNECTOR.
3. ALL CONDUCTORS SHALL BE IDENTIFIED WITH SELF-TYPE TAPES. TAPS SHALL DISPLAY NUMERICAL AS SHOWN ON CIRCUIT DIAGRAM.
4. EACH SPARE CABLE CONDUCTOR SHALL BE TERMINATED ON AN ALUMINUM PADDLE TERMINAL AND LOCKED DOWN TIGHLY WITH TWO TERMINAL NUTS.
5. TERMINALS NOT USED SHALL BE EQUIPPED WITH TWO WASHERS AND TWO CROWN NUTS.
6. CABLE ENTRY HOUSING SHALL BE DESIGNED TO PREVENT ACCESS BY RODENTS AND OTHER PESTS.
7. PROTECT WIRE FROM SHARP EDGES WITH RUBBER GROMMET/WAFFING.
8. AN ADDITIONAL JUNCTION BOX MAY BE REQUIRED IF AMOUNT OF CONDUCTORS EXCEEDS THE AMOUNT OF TERMINALS.